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Blizzard too slow

Hi, my launcher is very slow. We responded to initialization/login within 1-2 minutes and it takes another hour for the button to be clicked. Anyone else have the same problem? inetcpl.cpl check. Reinstall completed. Win 10 x64. Thanks for any advice. Hi Siawase, while you may have already tried the re-installation, make sure you've tried these steps in particular: The Blizzard app then opens a temporary
location and appears in each location on the Battlenet, and deletes the Blizzard folder. Press Windows Key + R and Type: • % LOCALAPPDATA% • %APPDATA% • %TEMP % • %PROGRAMDATA% finally go ahead and reinstall the app from here. You must run as an administrator. You can also disable the Hardware Acceleration option by clicking Blizzard Logo &gt; Settings &gt; General &gt; Advanced
&gt; Settings. Support Technical Support Hello, my launcher is very slow. Initialize/sign in, and then start another action until you're responsive and can click the button. Anyone else have the same problem? Thanks for any advice. Edit: Reinstalled. the same thing. I find it was my internet connection problem if it wasn't an internet connection problem. Then try running it in compatibility mode Windows 7.
Hello, my internet is not a problem. I tried in compatibility mode, but it's still the same. The launcher freezes by default and takes time to do anything. Best of all, 1 like trying battle.net antivirus while you start using the launcher? The B-Net launcher has always been slow for me, and on my previous i5 I had to wait a minute or so for it to click play, now it still takes too much time to start on my new i7 but
that's the quick way. Maybe because it needs to connect to the server to show you all these features, ads, etc. Hi, my battle net launcher worked perfectly 2 days ago and I am with an old i3 processor. In both cases, it's even better. I remember when this started now, there was a battle net launcher specific update. I was away for a week. Maybe it's time to send a ticket and they'll tell you what the feedback
is. No way, this solves my problem us.battle.net I have a Windows 10 64-bit PC and my Blizzard application starts so slowly because I have it, my PC slows down in 80-100 seconds for tae, and I can't do anything because it crashes all falling behind, this has never happened before on my Windows 7 PC ... 6 Hi like Kau Storm, big thanks to you friends. This was posted 2 years ago! Please note blizzard. I
was going to report back that we couldn't solve it with support. I have owned WoW for 11 years now if not wrong. When there was a problem with the game, 99% were always fellow players and they helped solve it. Thanks again!!! Troubleshooting!!! No way, I solved my problem on 1 Iwindow 7 x64 7 x64 Blizzard Forum - Hello April 20th! My Battle.net has been working slowly for months, and it's a 5-6s
delay that occurs every time I ask for an app to make any work. Changing the tab, clicking the play button, it took about 5-6 seconds to run in the settings menu. It seems to happen... Read time: 1 minute  like: 1 ❤ hello! So I'm having trouble downloading Modern Wars. So I started downloading Sick Starcraft II and seeing there, sickly got 12MB per second, moved to MW again sick later and got sick just
back 2-4MB, I stopped and went back to Starcraft II and again says my speed test also has my full download speed. Also for some reason MW. Are there many downloads to cause the server to overheat? Best anbu 33 like friend messenger does not even hit 1mb and messenger I started to download agao and messenger for 4 hours sitting on KB / s and my speed is 70mbps 54 ok LOL, have a gigabit
connection here, the download speed is anywhere b / w 250 ~ 575KB / s. You can hit 4.5MB/sstrong text while using a VPN. Great to keep hearing 10 people say a VPN is helping. What VPN are you using and where are you tunneling? Also getting 500kbps for MW while everything else is at top speed. In 12 hours, we succeeded in bringing down only 30gb. 6 good I bought a month of NordVPN and
connected to a US server. I went from 500kbps to 8mbps. I think I have my answer. I'm in asia pacific for anyone wondering. Love 7 Howie! I wanted to give you a little more insight into this because I understand that handling this can be frustrating! With a VPN, if you change the path that changes behavior, the connection changes the path from your PC to the data center. If you're having routing issues with
your ISP route, but it's not a VPN route, it's a big improvement in speed. You can try to do this by logging out of the Blizzard app by switching regions -&gt; click the planet icon above the email -&gt; Eu or Asia -&gt; Sign in to see if it helps. Other reasons for this problem may be: Unstable network connection slow HDD downloads are limited. I appreciate it! 2 I like the same problem, this is ridiculous, tired of
being stolen from! I have 200MB fiber and am currently downloading at 600KB/s, and my download speed is perfect as in Steam. 18 like download limit is set to 0, I am on a wired connection . I tried everything, the download started at 2mb / s and then gradually 500-600KB / s 14 likes even when downloading a VPN, currently stable at 8MB / s. So I like that day 2 same problem. Wired connection 1G
download limit set to 0 different platforms via Blizzard client steady 50-100mb download (non-running while downloading Modern Wars) NVME m.2 ssd network is stable what VPN what update Blizzard? Other possible solutions I/can we try? 10 likes get VPN mate, it works for me, well it still works, VPN is at 600 kb /s and with it goes to 8 mb / s Do I need to connect to a VPN? I usually have a problem 1
like 300KB/s here when I get around 2.5MB/s. Friends with 500Mbps connections have the same problem. I downloaded the game at work and transferred the file over. The download was fine, but now I have a 7.5GB patch within 24 hours of the game being released back at home. Make a snowstorm. 6 likes tried all of the above too. Messenger says getting messenger 930mb download speed on fast gig
connection. My installation game took 1 day to install on 1mb - 10mb max. Now the update is 500kbs - 1/2 mbs - Blizzard you owe me $12.95USD - use hotspot shield and now getting 8 - 10mb seconds - wtf 6 ok GODDAMIT overwhelmed the data center? I tried everything better than the ib 1Mbps download speed but nothing worked. ib sucks we all have the same problem on this download for 2 days, no
one helped. I get 100kb download speed and some reasons I also downloaded for 2 days ... I'm near Orlando Florida and this is a poor setting too. When downloading 2mb /s from LAN, you can not go online with battle net ... Here SaferVPN has a 24-hour free trial without the need for a credit card and pictures out hell. 2 I like the idea of thinking how ... I'm downloading 10mb/s and you can buy an account
for cheap views Hotspot Shield VPN shoppy Battlenet server please like Texas Messenger download 15mb / s now so please help others 8 next page → update Please use Dallas to make use: 2 months ago article ID: 43662 Common problem My game is downloaded too slowly you can change the game download speed in the game app settings Battle.net can change the game download speed in the
application settings. To maximize game download speeds, you must set the maximum network bandwidth limit to 0. By default, the download rate for future patch data is limited to 100 KB per second. If you set the limit to 0 but the download speed has not improved, visit the installation and patch troubleshooting article. Sign in to submit feedback. So the problem I have is that the application is very slow. For
example, if you im messenger and COD MW in the Game section, clicking Overwatch takes 5-6 seconds when overwatch comes into the background, and then takes 3-5 seconds longer for the overwatch-related slide to appear. This is very annoying and please help 1 hey like Avalon, thanks for reaching out! I'm sorry to hear Battle.net app issue with slow/unresponsive users. Battle.net performance of
desktop apps can be caused by a few things, such as proxy settings, outdated drivers, or Windows or conflicting third-party programs. Let's try the following: We hope this step will help keep your application running smoothly! Smoothly!
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